FLOODS DROWN 3 SCOUTS IN ENGLAND

Villages Cut Off 1,000 Homeless

LONDON, Aug 16

FLOODS from freak summer storms swept north and southwest England in the last 24 hours left death and devastation today to numerous districts of Devon and Somerset. Three low-sea areas were drenched when their camps on the shore of the River Tees was washed away when the banks gave way.

Another boy is reported missing. The police said that the situation is so serious that he can't afford the time to mention it.

The twin Devon-Brumhton chesnut rows of Liverton and Lytton were cut off from road contact and they didn't. About 150 were stranded.

Soldiers were sent from Exmouth the known influence of the situation. Up to 200 men were expected in the area later today.

Chinese General Challenged With Fleezeing 25m

In round the world at St. Peter's Balloons which was a gift donated by Vio. E. Smith, winner of the late Mr. Howard Smith of Falstaff, Balloons. Mrs. Smith is seen meeting with His Excellency the Governor, Sir Alfred Travers.

Lightning Kills Boy

EDINBURGH, Aug 16

A boy, aged 12, was killed yesterday by a bolt of lightning that struck him in the head while he was playing with friends in a meadow near Kirkcaldy. The body was found by a passer-by.

Reds Again Repulsed From Bunker Hill

SEVILLE, Aug 16

UNITED STATES troops halted today two more unsuccessful German attempts to capture a key objective, "Bunker Hill" by the light of searchlights. Allied artillery, machine guns, and other fire-support had reduced bunkers to ruins and sent survivors fleeing for their lives. It was estimated that six to eight thousand were killed in efforts to stop determination.

Floods nearly submerged several villages, and the damage will amount to millions.

Parliament To Examine Status Of Pasha's Govt.

WINDSOR, Sept 14

A delegation of the British government has arrived in Cairo to examine the status of the Pasha's government. The delegation consists of three representatives of the British government, including the Foreign Secretary, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, and the Under Secretary of State for the Colonial Office.

Yugoslavia Accuses Bulgaria Of Infiltrating Spies

LONDON, Aug 16

YUGOSLAVIA has accused Bulgaria of infiltrating spies into its territory. The Yugoslav government has warned Bulgaria to withdraw its agents, or face severe consequences.

U.S. Will Consider Japanese Parole Applications

WASHINGTON, Aug 16

The U.S. government has decided to consider Japanese parole applications. The decision comes in the wake of the recent agreement between the two countries.

Communists Held By Egyptian Police

CAIRO, Aug 16

EGYPTIAN POLICE have arrested a group of Communists in the city. The police said that the group was planning to hold a demonstration later today.

Typhoon Strikes Okinawa Island

TOKYO, Aug 16

A huge typhoon has struck Okinawa Island, causing widespread damage. The typhoon was accompanied by heavy rainfall and high winds, and it has caused considerable destruction.

Memorial Public Meetings Banned

WASHINGTON, Aug 16

The government has banned public memorial meetings to be held in honor of a recently deceased public figure.

No Comment In Moscow Papers

MOSCOW, Aug 16

The Moscow papers have said nothing about the current situation in the country.

The Way Is Open

UNITED STATES troops have opened the way for additional aid to be sent to the country.

6 Terrorists Killed

MELBOURNE, Aug 16

Six terrorists were killed in a gun battle with police in Melbourne.

Lady Savage Opens Children's Ward

LADY SAVAGE yesterday officially opened the Royal North Children's Hospital at the St. Philip's Almshouse complex, a gift donated by Mr. E. B. Smith, widow of the late Mr. Howard Smith of Falstaff Balloons. Mrs. Smith is seen meeting with His Excellency the Governor, Sir Alfred Travers.

Britain Will Not Be Bamboozled In Oil Dispute

HOLLAND, Aug 16

The government has said that Britain will not be bamboozled in the current oil dispute.

Japanese Goodwill Mission Bids Farewell To India

A NEW DIPLOMATIC mission, the Japanese Goodwill Mission, is bidding farewell to India.

Momo, the Japanese dog, was the star of the farewell ceremony. The mission was received with a grand welcome and a parade of honor.
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